Introduction

Cyberscape Multimedia Limited is a limited company incorporated under the Company’s Act 1956 on 1st JULY 1996 as a Private Limited Company and later on converted into Public Limited Company on 23rd February 2000.

The main objective of incorporating the company was for the business in Information Technology in a corporate form of business organization. Earlier, the business was carried out under the following firms; namely Aces Technologies and Aces Consultants registered under the Partnership Act on 1st August 1989 and 1st April 1991 respectively.

The above companies in order to synergise the efforts and for consolidation of nationwide activities have decided to convert into a limited company for the corporate governance, the absolute transparency of financial status, accounts etc. which is required when dealing globally. The company has plans to enhance its activities by opening offices in Singapore and USA to cater to the far east and western markets.

we can develop Anything you need in Indian Languages but cannot get

Product

Akruti Office-2004

Feature of Akruti Office - 2004

• Operating System: All Windows versions 95/98/ME/2000/NT/2003/XP.
• Languages Supported: Hindi, Marathi, Sanskrit, Gujarati, Gurumukhi, Tamil, Kannada, Telugu, Malayalam, Bengali, Assamese, Oriya & Roman.
• Regular fonts(Total 100 font families)
• 20 Bilingual Fonts in Hindi.
• Dynamic Fonts for working on Internet sites and e-mails.
• Special Bilingual font for Oracle Support
• ISClI Coding for data storage
• API calls from user application
• INSCRIPT, Executive Layout, English Phonetic Layout, Typewriter, Akshar layouts.
• Special Unicode drivers and Unicode fonts to get Unicode compatibility
• User defined layouts to create own Keyboard layouts.
• Powerful Multiple Clipboard to store up to 90 strings to be used across applications.
• Integrated Tools for MS Office - Spell Checker for MS Word, Find and Replace in Hindi, Mail Merge in Hindi, Auto Correct in Hindi, Envelopes and Labels in Hindi, Number to word, Dictionary, Sorting, HTML file for dynamic web pages, Saving the file to send to some one without these fonts and many more useful features.
• Integrated Hindi Sorting tool for Excel and Word.
• Hindi Sorting tool for any Database using ODBC
• Transliteration from English to Hindi.
• Keyclick program to type using mouse.
• Designed to work with many fonts like DV-TT Yogesh, DV_Divyae, APS-C-DV, Aryan, Kruti Dev, Shusha, Shivaji and many others.
• Akruti Smart Font Converter: This powerful utility converts Documents created in any font (including Unicode) to any other font.
including Unicode. The formatting remains intact and is ready to use.

- Multifont Engine to type using other fonts like ISFOC, APS, Akshar, Winkey etc.

This powerful utility allows you to type into a file created using any of the available fonts. Very useful to edit text coming from other software.

- Supports Office Suites like MS Office, STAR Office, Open Office, Lotus Smart Suite etc.

- Page Making software like Page Maker, Photo Shop, Corel Draw, Quark Express, Ventura etc.

- Programming Languages like VC++, VB, .NET, Inter Dev, Java, Developer 2000 etc.

- Database like Oracle, MSSQL, MS Access, DB II, Foxpro DB, My SQL etc.

- HTML tools like Front Page, Dream Weaver etc.

- Works with Outlook mails. Can send Hindi documents using Yahoo and Hotmail also.

This works with Windows XP Operating System.

- Keyboard drivers and Fonts for Linux in Unicode and non Unicode font code.

- English to Hindi translation.

- Akruti Transprint software to convert any report in English to Hindi. The original report may be in DOS/UNIX/WINDOWS. No need to change your program. Very useful for Salary slip and other routine reports. This software can be executed as a separate application or it can be called from another program.

- Akruti SDK or Software Developer Kit has all the ready made resources to make your VB/VC++ application to handle Indian Languages. It has API calls to handle the keyboard, multiple font handling, data conversion, ISCII converters, Unicode converters, TTF fonts in Regular, Bilingual formats. Unicode fonts. Utilities like Spell Checker, Sorting, English to Hindi conversion, Hindi to English conversion, Translation, Transliteration all packaged in a kit form.

- Akruti Web Development Kit contains all that is required to develop and deploy a web based application in Indian Languages. Contains the keyboard typing module, Dynamic fonts, English to Hindi converters and other tools. Can be used with your ASP pages or Java pages.

Other Indian Language products and services from Cyberscape Multimedia Limited

- Developers of high quality fonts in any layout in any language. We can supply Unicode fonts in any Indian Language.

- Unicode drivers for Indian Scripts in Inscript, Phonetic, Executive and Typewriter layouts.
Akruti Font Renderer can render any Indian Language Font on bit mapped devices. Ideal for Mobiles, Pagers and other hand held devices.

2. Akruti Office Suite 2004

- Akruti Word - Multilingual Word Processing Module that can generate documents that are in .DOC and RTF format compatible with MS Word, Open Office and other popular applications. Features include Tables, Mail Merge, Envelope Printing, Spell Checker, Find and Replace, Templates, Dictionary, e-mail facility, Transliteration etc.
- Akruti Spread Sheet Module that has bilingual capability in creating spread sheets with series, sorting, formulas, hyper link, charts and graphs and transliteration.
- Akruti Presentation Module to create Multilingual Presentations with slides, backgrounds, effects, slide sorter etc.
- Akruti Web Design module to generate Bilingual HTML pages.
- Akruti Database module to create database tables compatible to MS Access.

3. Akruti Sahakari

This package is fine tuned for the Co-operative banking sectors which are undergoing a major revolution in computerisation. The main features of this software are:

- Fully operational on Windows platform
- Banking hardware compatibility
- Branch Consolidation
- Single multi-purpose transaction screen
- Automation of the total Banking transactions
- Easy to use interface
- Multilingual Support
- Advance reporting Live reports from voucher to balance sheet instantly. Vital reports like DBC, Priority Sector, arrears, deposit aging
- MIS reports like CRR, SLR, Credit Monitoring, Asset Classification etc.
- Available in English and other Indian Languages like Kannada, Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil, Telugu, Bengali, Oriya and Punjabi.

4. Cy-bank

This is one of the top-of-the-line banking software which is in its final stages of development. It has been designed keeping in mind all the complexities of today's banking. The main features of the software are as follows:

- Windows based software
- Banking hardware compatibility
- Supports Any Time Banking, Anywhere Banking
- Interface for Web-banking
- Easy to use interface
- Single multi-purpose transaction screen
- Multilingual Support
5. Web Development

We develop websites / portals for clients as well as on our account. Since there is an upsurge in the total no. of such portals/vortals being developed today, we see a great future in this segment.

Our main areas of work in this field are:

- Creating informative sites for different Corporate houses
- Creating portals and vortals (Vertical Portals)
- E-commerce enabled sites and providing com-solutions
- Content creation in multiple languages
- Implementing multimedia on the web

6. Multimedia Content Creation

Multimedia is an inherent strength of Cyberscape Multimedia Ltd. It has a dedicated team of visual artists, sound artists, designers and multimedia professionals who are engaged in various multimedia productions.

Cyberscape has been creating various 2D and 3D animation based multimedia presentations, both for the web and otherwise, rich in content, quality and speed.

Cyberscape specialises in developing corporate presentations, FLASH & Shockwave enabled websites, touch-screen interface, multimedia CD ROM titles etc.

It has come out with its maiden CD Title: “AKRUTI Shree GANESH” which is a multilingual multimedia interactive CD ROM. Cyberscape is dedicated to the cause of creating multilingual contents with distinct Indian flavour to have a wider reach and cater to a larger audience.

Akruti Ganesh is an effort to bring computing in Indian Languages and Multimedia for everyone by presenting a multilingual, multimedia CD cut in the shape of Lord Ganesha. It blends almost all the available Indian languages with technology, art and information.
To add value to the CD ROM, Cyberscape has clubbed it popular software Akruti Personal (All Language) The software can be used to generate documents in Indian Languages using popular softwares like MS Office, Pagemaker, Corel Draw, Dream Weaver, Netscape Communicator, Internet Explorer, Lotus Smart Suite etc. Use this for Database, web pages, sending e-mails all in your own language.

It also contains things as added utilities:

- Interactive Pooja of Lord Ganesha Pooja in 3 types of format. The first is Interactive. This can be deployed on the web and it is without any audio. The next option is the Namavali where the user can perform the pooja worth 108 flowers for each name and can experience the total virtual pooja experience. The last is Poojan Moderated. This allows the user to choose specific pooja and execute that.

- Stories about Lord Shree Ganesh in various languages.
- Songs and Aartis in with audio and video form in multiple languages.
- Information about famous Ganapati temples.
- Photo Gallery with more than 200 exclusive sketches.
- Games to have fun.
- Wallpapers to create the desired ambience on your desktop.
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